If this paper is a research / theoretical -oriented paper, then it is better to propose the novel technical solutions on evaluation measures and analytics algorithms of bipartite graphs. If this paper is a practice / system -oriented paper, the systems on large-scale real-life networks should be developed and implemented to improve the scalability and efficiency of bipartite graph analysis. If this paper is an experiment / case study -oriented paper, the experiments on either synthetic or real datasets should be conducted to compare the state-of-the -art tools' effectiveness and efficiency.
Graph matching, link prediction, and community detection / graph partitioning have been well studied in many literatures in network biology, database, data mining, and machine learning. The authors failed to identify and discuss many recent references in these fields.
Overall, I think the journal manuscript has very limited research contributions compared with related literatures. Therefore I would suggest that the authors should seriously consider new aspects of the problems, e.g. adding new algorithms, new systems, or new experiments, to further improve the manuscript.
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